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Last year my parents asked me to look at an old trunk of my papers they found when cleaning a 
storage shed.  I obediently dug through the container, unearthing old college homework assign-
ments, newspaper clippings, journals, and then….in a eureka moment….copies of my old high 
school newspaper.  

Our school paper, The Quest, was nothing to look at.  Dot-matrix style clip art adorned heavily pho-
tocopied and text columns applied with a glue stick.  Later when we began to use one of the first 
versions of Microsoft Publisher we thought we were cutting edge.  

Working initially as a writer and later as editor of the paper was one of the things I enjoyed most 
about high school.  I especially enjoyed writing a regular humor column which allowed me to em-
ulate the style of one of my early writing heroes, the columnist Dave Barry.  

As I poured through the old copies of The Quest I was reminded of how proud I was writing some-
thing that every once in awhile made someone laugh.  And despite their age and silliness, I’m still 
proud of those columns today.  

That’s the idea behind this issue of The Leop-
ard Print.  Many of us have creative pieces 
that we’ve written in the past that for whatever 
reason never were published.  In this issue we 
reached out to students and staff asking if there 
were any pieces they had written in the past 
but still felt particularly proud of.  In answer to 
our query, we received several pieces as well as 
some photography.  These “retro” articles are 
marked with a small vhs icon at the top of the 

Past writing pieces are identified with this 
“Retro Piece” icon at the top of the article.

page to indicate they are older pieces just now submitted for publication.  

Of course we’ve also included some new pieces from students, including several poems notable 
because they are our first collaborative pieces between elementary and secondary students.  

It’s our hope that you enjoy the articles and creative pieces in this issue of The Leopard Print. And 
as always, if you do, please let the writer know.  

Thank you for your purchase of this magazine and your support of student writing at QSIB!

Sincerely,

Chris Hilgeman
Leopard Print Staff Advisor and Issue 2 Editor

Editorial Policy:  With only a few minor ex-
ceptions, Leopard Print staff do not edit the 
pieces we receive.  Grammar and spelling 
errors are retained as an artifact, a record, of 
where each student is at a certain time in his 
or her writing career. 
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Night is approaching.
I walked faster.

But the more I walked
The more it seemed I was getting deeper into the thickness of the 

forest.
I found myself standing beneath huge trees,

Whose leaves and branches made it difficult to see the sky.
I could see the leaves on the trees swaying,

But I couldn’t feel the wind.
I listened to the sounds of the forest,

Songs of birds collided with the shouting  of monkeys and cackle 
of baboons.

Even though I was lost, it was safe for the time being.
I spent the night in the arms of these trees,

Between Earth and Sky

Tanya Hertel

Night
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TANKA 
POEMS

Tanka poems are a Japanese poetic 
style similar to haiku.  In a tanka 
poem there are five lines and to-

gether the poem forms 31 syllables.  
These poems often express thoughts 

about emotions and nature.

White Winter
By Taylor Opper

I see white ev’rywhere,
It is blinding, crisp and bright,

Lake’s frozen outside
Wood is burnin’ in the fireplace,
The snow makes you feel joyful!

Icicles
By Jett McMillan

Catapulting ice
Falling from my roof ’s gutters,

It is dangerous.
Don’t walk or stand beneath roofs,

Or you may end up impaled!

 
Winter

By Aliya Bakchieva

Now, Winter is here!
Enticing smell of cacao,
I hear snow crunching.

We made enormous snowman,
It’s a fascinating seas’n.

Downhill Skiing
By Faisal Al Naimi

I love downhill skiin,
Like a stealthy bird flying.

Ouch! My legs jello.
After - Sizzling hot Shashlyk.

Relaxing in my bath tub.

Charming Winter
By Dasha Serova

Winter is charming
The smell of hot chocolate

Makes me feel cozy
Snowflakes blanketing the ground

How warm it’s by fireplace!
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 “Good morning! How is my 
favorite pencil sharpener?”
 “Depressed.”
 “Why?”
 “Recently you have given the 
utility knife a lot of attention.  You 
even leave me to one side…”
 “Dear friend, if I had the abil-
ity to choose…   But it’s our horri-
ble owner who decides with what 
tool my point will be sharpened!  
You know we’ve always been best 
friends and work together like a per-
fect pair.  As for the knife, it scares 
me – so long and sharp.”
 “That makes me feel much 
better, handsome.  Thank you!”

 “You’re welcome darling.  Be-
sides, it may be that the owner just 
forgot where she put you.  Your out-
rage is overrated.  Cheer up.  Think 
about how much time you have to 
live.  We, the pencils, are always be-
coming shorter and shorter, until our 
existence reaches its end.” 
 “True, but I, as I’m made out 
of plastic, have broken parts.  If only 
they had made me out of steel…”
 “And they bite me you know?!  
But now, let’s be quiet otherwise 
they’ll hear us.”

A Conversation Between A 
Pencil and A Pencil Sharpener
By: Juan Verger
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Glasses 
By Sebastian Owens 
and Marat Uzbekov

I wish to be worn by Elvis Presley.
I have two black eyes.
I have two long hands.
I protect people from radiation that can 
blind people.
I help people see.
I make people look cool.
Hippies wear me.
I come in different shades.
A lot of people wear me.
People use me to hide their identity.
I sit on a face.
I am proud be glasses.

Pillow
By Taylor Opper and Hyerin Yoo

I sit on a couch with my friends, 
that’s what I do all day.
I watch kids study
who like my fashion and softness.
You may use me, sit on me, 
wipe dirt on my side.
What I do is sitting on a couch.
Kids are busy but that’s fine.
I can sit here through the night,
and greet you the next bright.
You know,
I am a great pillow.

Book
By William Henderson

and Daksh Goindi

I’m this book.
This is how I look.
When I tear,
that is my fear
But being read
is something I don’t dread.
It is not nice when I’m wet,
cause then my pages are not set.
I tell people what I know,
about mountains, animals, or snow.
I may not be living, but I have a father.
The person who wrote me is an author.
I can give information,
even if you don’t open me,
but when you open me
I will give you more than you can see.
That is me in a nutshell.
Treat me with respect.
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Sara and the 
Evil Eyeball

By Maximiliano Hernandez

It was 3096 in Nepal.  A jetpack lady 
came and said, “I’m going to climb 

Mount Everest,” so she used her jetpack 
and flew half way up the mountain.  The 
mountain smelled like oranges; the snow 
was frosted like a cake. It made her want 
to eat a pop tart so she went home and got 
a pop tart to eat. 
 She returned to the mountain and 
then she climbed it again and saw Doc-
tor Who.  The girl’s name was Sara; she 
looked scary. She was missing an eye ball, 
had sharp teeth, and had a red eye.  
 Doctor Who said, “Do you need 
help?”  
 She was so afraid because her miss-
ing eye ball was evil so Sara said, “Yes.” 
 She flew in the Tardis, but she didn’t 
like time so she restarted and climbed K2. 
She got $2,000,000 for climbing K2 and 
spent it on pop tarts because she loves 
pop tarts.  
 Using her jetpack, Sara flew back 
to Mount Everest.  She was close to the 
top where she ran into her evil eyeball. 
The evil eyeball used a spell and turned 
her into a green and extremely small 
germ.  BOOM, the jetpack unexpectedly 
exploded; Sara became human again.  She 
was so afraid but the world was in dan-
ger because of the evil eyeball was sup-
posed to turn everyone in the world into 
a germ.  So, she bought all the weapons in 
the world, and she was not afraid anymore 
because she was ready to fight the evil 
eyeball.  

Scary Plant 
and Rosie

By Safiya Alaferdova

On October 18, 2019, it was a bright 
day on the Den Mountain.  On the 

Den, there was snow all around and kids 
and adults were skiing. An old lady, Sara, 
was 70 years old and was going to the 
mountains. Sara was beautiful like a rose 
and much like a grandma. She wanted to 
learn how to ski in the mountains and ar-
rived in the morning to teach herself.  
 A young girl, Rosie, who was 7 years 
old, lived on the mountain. Rosie was very 
polite to other people. She was thin and 
smelled like strawberries. Rosie had a 
tall house and lived by herself.  She was 
happy by herself and if others came to see 
her, she was happy to see them.  But, Rosie 
was afraid of plants because she thought 
they would eat her.  But then she saw a 
plant. And the plant started to bite. 
 Rosie knew what to do. She took out 
her sword and started to fight. It was a big 
and long fight. Sara was looking at the 
fight while she was trying to ski and was 
scared, too. Even though Sara was scared, 
she came over and helped Rosie. Finally, 
the plant died after Sara slammed the ski 
on the plant. Rosie went to Sara and gave 
her a big hug for saving her and then she 
taught her how to ski.  They went home 
together after that and lived happily ever 
after.
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As I opened the door of my dad’s truck, 
I felt the cool, late fall air, brush past 

my face. We had finally managed to find 
the gym at which my first Team Fire basket-
ball practice would be held. I was invited to 
join the team about five days ago and I was 
finally attending one of the practices...

 I stepped out of the car and started to-
wards the gym. My stomach felt as if it was full of 
butterflies. It was not only my first fire practice; 
it was also the first time I had ever attended any 
serious sports practices in Kyrgyzstan. I had no 
idea what to expect. 
 As I opened the door the first thing I 
heard was the coach yelling. “WHAT IN THE 
WORLD WAS THAT, YOU GUYS ARE WORSE 

THAN A BUNCH OF COWS.”
 Entering the locker room two kids were 
talking about the coach. 
 “She slapped Beken last practice!”
 “No way, she actually hit him?”
 “Yeah, he left the court on the brink of 
tears and a couple of scratch marks from her 
nails.”
 After hearing this, I was going to pack up 
my things and leave, but I knew that would make 
me look like a wuss. So I tightened my shoes and 
walked out onto the court with as much confi-
dence as I could muster. 
 This first practice started simply enough.  
 “Ok, I’m going to break you guys up into 3 
groups of five. You five, you shoot threes, you five 
go shoot free throws, and you five,” the coach 

Daniel 
Bobocel

Playing 
With Fire
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said pointing at me and four others, “go and shoot 
mid-range.”
 For a second no one reacted.
 “Do you need a special invitation? GET 
MOVING!
 And man oh man did we ever move. My 
group began shooting mid-range shots. I was quite 
happy with the way my shots were going, I made 
seven for ten. Yet, of course this was not enough 
for the coach.
 “DANIEL, YOU KEEP SHOOTING LIKE 
THAT AND I WILL MAKE YOU RUN TILL 
THE END OF PRACTICE.”
 I paused. 
 “WHY DID YOU STOP; DID I TELL 
YOU TO STOP?”
 My arm began gunning shot after shot. The 
driving force was the coach expressing her hate for 
the rest of the people on the court. 
 “WHAT KIND OF SHOT WAS THAT?  
I WILL BEAT YOU! KEEP SHOOTING YOU 
CROSS-EYED LOSER! YOU’RE ALL POOR 
EXCUSES FOR HUMAN BEINGS YOU LITTLE 
DWEEBS!
 Then finally there was a change in her 
voice as she told us to switch places. This seemed 
like a good time for a quick sip of water but that 
was a mistake. A ball came whizzing out of no-
where and crashed into my water bottle with a 
slap. 
 “WHAT DO YOU THINK YOUR DO-
ING?” the coach howled.
 “Uhh, umm,” I gulped, my throat all of a 
sudden felt extremely dry, “I..I just wanted a bit of 
water,” I stammered. All eyes were on me.
 “I DON’T RECALL TELLING YOU TO 
GET WATER! I SAID GO TO YOUR NEXT STA-
TION, NOW IF YOU DON’T GET MOVING, 
NEXT BALL WILL HIT YOUR HEAD.”
 I obeyed, realizing it was dangerous to 
oppose a lady that was willing to take a chance 
at throwing a basketball at a water bottle, inches 
away from a player’s head. Local trainers were 
pretty rough on the kids on the team, but this was 
a whole new level. 
 “C’MON YOU LAZY DISGRACES, 
THERE ARE ONLY SEVEN MINUTES LEFT 
OF PRACTICE. STOP FEELING SORRY FOR 
YOURSELVES AND MOVE IT.”
 Seven minutes. Really?  I was happy that 
practice was coming to an end so I let my shooting 
ease a little but the coach picked up on that scent 

like a hungry wolf. 
 “DAANNIIEELLL!  I SAID SEVEN 
MINUTES LEFT, NOT STOP SHOOTING 
AND WALK AROUND. NOW GET BACK TO 
SHOOTING OR I WILL MAKE YOU RUN AND 
DO PUSH-UPS UNTIL YOU FAINT YOU LIT-
TLE TWERP.”
 There I was again, shooting for my life and 
counting every shot as if my life relied on it. Shot, 
swish. Shot, swish. Shot, swish. 
 “TWEEEET!” blew the coach’s dreaded 
whistle.  Practice was finally over and I had sur-
vived. Yet some of my comrades were not so lucky. 
Four players had been kicked and two had re-
ceived backhands to the face for not working hard 
enough.

“C’MON YOU LAZY DISGRAC-
ES, THERE ARE ONLY SEVEN 
MINUTES LEFT OF PRACTICE. 
STOP FEELING SORRY FOR 
YOURSELVES AND MOVE IT.”
 
 “Well, congratulations you failures - you all 
passed the first practice. I would like to acknowl-
edge three people who did an exceptional job this 
practice: Fedor, Nikolai and Daniel.”
 I couldn’t believe it. I had been given a 
sincere compliment from this devil of a coach.
 “I yelled at you guys not because I hate 
you, but because I know that you can do better 
and I wanted to push you to your full potential. 
And for everyone else, good practice, I hope to see 
you guys tomorrow.”
 Everybody nodded in unison and stood 
for a few seconds.
 “WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR, GET 
OFF MY COURT!” 
 Minutes later I was headed home.
 “So how was practice? Was the coach 
nice?” asked my dad.
 I smiled.  “Yeah, she wasn’t bad.”
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Copper

By Zachary 
Baron

I am Copper, I am indomitable, red. 1

I am like a fading sun, glowing lightly. 1

With enough possibilities to crown any head.
I’m unique,2 my colors not tarnished easily, 3 while 
the others are embraced by grey too tightly.
I’m more flamboyant and choose scarlet instead. 4

I travel happily from palm to palm, 
cash registers ca-ching brightly.
I’m not hardcore5 like the other guys, 
my aggressiveness has fled.
Not treasured like the others, but if you find me I 
might grant your wish, like stars shining nightly.
I am fond of heat 6 and when my friends come over, 
electricity keeps us all well fed. 7

The ocean is a powerful foe, I fear it's salty,
 burning waves, quite rightly!
Water is no friend of mine8 and gives me 
the Verdigris I dread.
Tesla admired my burnished coils and 
in 1928 patented things lightly.

I am copper, sold like my fellow metals9.
Though I should watch my weight, 
I’m getting close to 64.
I can be found in traces in foods, 
grape vines absorb me, 
raisins have copper in fine fetal. 10

I have no magnetic pull like other metals11, 
but like Gold, I know what smeltings for.
Standing alone doesn’t matter to me, 
because my strength is individual.
I like to stay waiting in my hillsides, 
where times impatience is just a metaphor. 12

I fight your germs, 13 because unlike me, 
you’re not naturally immortal. 14

I’m malleable to many shapes, 15

 and fancy guises galore.
Tin is one of my best alloys allies, 16

he really meets my mettle.
You can return me to my original form, 17

pure as the earliest days of yore.
I am copper, I am myself-I blend, 
but I am not interchangeable.

  9.Coppers atomic weight is 63.5.
  10.Copper is found naturally in foods.
  11.Copper is a tough metal
  12.Copper does not naturally corrode in ore.
  13.Copper is antibacterial
  14.When untouched Copper does not deteriorate
 15. Copper can be turned into many forms and is a mallea-
ble metal.
  16.Copper combines well with Tin.
  17. Copper can be recycled.

  1.Because Copper has luster
  2.Copper is not grey like other metals
  3. Copper does not get tarnished
  4.Coppers color
  5. Copper is a soft metal
  6.Because copper is an excellent conductor of heat.
  7. Copper is an excellent conductor of electricity.
  8.The green color rust that forms on copper. The oxidized 
decay of it.
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Dogs
Black, brown

Playing, eating, sleeping
Ball, leash, pug, shepherd
Barking, chasing, biting

Slobbery, playful
Dogs.

Snakes
Long, dangerous

Slithering, biting, hunting
Death adder, king cobra, black mamba,   Burmese python

Chasing, eating, licking
Creeping, hunting

Tigers

Cat
Sleepy, loud

Sleeping, scratching, licking
Ball, yarn          bone, leash
Biting, hunting, sleeping

Slobbery, tired
Dog

Diamond Poems
“Dogs” by Colin Comstock;  “Snakes” by Sebstian Owens; “Cats and Dogs” by 

Gage Opper
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         Beautiful Image 
by Vera Stalker

A Found Poem Taken From All Quiet On The Western Front

I see a picture, a summer evening 

Tall rose trees that bloom in the middle

Sun lies warm on the heavy grey stones

Pale blue sky of the evening 

The meadows behind our town 

Beneath them on the bank of the stream 

Pure fragrance of the water

Melody of wind in poplars held our fancies

They are visible from a great distance 

The image is alarmingly near

Our feet hang in the bright swift water

Glow of the dawn and the black silhouettes 

The forest to drill on the moor

Powerful remembrance 
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WHO IS IT?
Can you figure out from the pieces of old 

photos on this page which student or staff 
member  is pictured in each?  

(Answers on page 26) 
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
It didn’t seem right to do a retro-themed magazine without taking a moment to think back on 
those who have been a part of our QSIB family over the years.  We reached out to those we had 

contact info for to try to catch up on where they are and what they’re up to these days.  

Former QSIB teacher Kathy Nelson helping sea 
turtle hatchlings head to the ocean safely.

Mrs. Doherty, Kaya, Cami, Pirate, and I 
are all enjoying Ashgabat International 

School.  It has been a busy year thus far with 
school events and tennis lessons for the girls.  
QSI Ashgabat has been here since 1994, and 
our new school, clad in white Greek marble 
will open this August to begin the school year. 
Very exciting! Turkmenistan is certainly one 
of the most interesting countries in which we 
have lived, both culturally and politically.  We 
miss our friends and school family in Bishkek! 

- Patrick Doherty

At the moment I’m living in Moscow, Rus-
sia. I spend a lot of time in the city with 

friends, and getting to know Russia. 
In fact, a little while ago I learned how to 
play the Balalaika instrument, so I’m pretty 
ready to move back to the States.

 - Maggie Tyson

I’m currently in Lodz, Poland doing my Eras-
mus exchange program, heading back to 

the Netherlands soon. I am studying fashion 
and textiles, yet still building my skills in 
graphic and 3D design. Aspiring to put this 
knowledge into building my own company in 
design or clothing brand! 

- Adam Usupov

I’m in Blacksburg, Virginia, at Virginia Tech 
studying Russian and Computer Science! 

This Spring I’m going to Iceland, which will 
up my total countries visited to 26!

 - Sam Tyson

Living in Bishkek and other international 
places sparked my desire to continue 

living abroad. So, when I retired I settled in 
southern Mexico in the state of Oaxaca (pro-
nounced “wah-ha-kah”). Oaxaca has many 
mountains, plus a coastline on the Pacific, 
which allows me to go to the coast annually 
for the ‘liberación de tortugas”. This baby 
in the photo was hatched that same day in 
a protected place and I got to send it on its 
lifelong journey to the sea. Joy.

- Kathy Nelson
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Hello from Prishtina, Kosovo, to all of the 
great students, teachers, support staff 

and parents at QSI Bishkek.  I do miss all of 
you and think of you often.  
 
I retired in June of 2017 and was enjoying life 
in Phoenix, Arizona from July to December.  I 
was just getting used to relaxing, swimming, 
helping with the puppies and grand children 
and all of their activities.  It was great to just 
do what I wanted and when I wanted.  
 
In December I received a call from QSI Head-
quarters asking me to provide some help 

Funk” at our school concerts, faculty runs 
for burritos at the corner stand, of the many 
tasty treats and colors at International Day, 
of staff coming together to prepare an au-
thentic Thanksgiving meal each year.

Now I work in a school of nearly 3,000 stu-
dents here in Singapore, supporting English 
language learners in Grade 4.  Singapore is 
very different in many ways, an island na-
tion with nearly as many residents in one 
city state as is in all of Kyrgyzstan.  The 
subway congestion teaches me patience.  
The uniseasonal climate makes May seem 

for the school here in 
Phristina from Jan-
uary to June.  I am 
currently teaching the 
age 11 classroom.  It 
is great to be back in 
the classroom and 
have all of that direct 
contact with the stu-
dents again.  
 
In June I will retire 
again and get used 
to just reading, swim-
ming and doing a lot 
of nothing all day long.

- Art Hudson

Former QSIB teacher Linda Souders will be 
serving as director of QSI Belize in August.

When people at my new school in Sin-
gapore ask where I worked previously, 

many are surprised to hear me mention Kyr-
gyzstan.  To many, it is a country completely 
off their radar.  To others, it is complete exoti-
ca.  But for me, I felt at home Bishkek.  It was 
a place where I could indulge in Kyrgyz and 
Russian cultures, food, and opportunities that 
only Kyrgyzstan could provide.  I felt at home 
too because of the small, caring community 
at QSIB.  I still have many fond memories 
of student performances such as “Uptown 

little different than 
November.  But here 
too, I feel at home.  
Living away from 
your home country 
for some time, as I 
now have, can give 
you a different per-
spective on life.  As 
Mr. Hilgeman once 
said to me, you 
“never feel that any 
one place is home, 
but you feel at home 
everywhere.”  Snow 
Leopards, wherever 
your life takes you, 
I hope that you may 
always feel at home.

- Wes Steele

Since leaving QSIB, many things have hap-
pened. I went to Atyrau, Kazakhstan as a 

Director of Instruction. In 2015, I was asked 
to open a QSI School in Kosovo where I’ve 
been the director. In the 2018-2019 school 
year, my husband, Earl, and I will head to the 
QSI school in Belize where I’ll be the Director 
and a teacher and Earl will teach History, 
Literature and Writing. QSIB will always have 
a special place in my heart as it was my first 
overseas teaching position.

- Linda Souders
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I’m from the country of snow-peaked mountains.
I’m from the country of glorious sun.
I’m from the country of Nomads 
and our neighbors live in lowlands.

I’m from the country of the proud and I like to be loud.
I’m from the country of many religions.
I’m from the country where we make peaceful and important decisions.

I’m from the country of Tien Shan, and to visit there is in my plan.
I’m from the country of The Burana Tower that has around a red flower.
I’m from the country of Kyrgyz.

I’m from the country of forests.
I’m from the country of gorgeous glacier lakes.
I’m from the country of falcons and snakes.

I’m from the country of deep rivers, 
where might even have some beavers.
I’m from the country of horses and poppy fields.
I’m from the country of many interesting things.

I’m from the country of the friendliest people.
I’m from the country of Manas, the national hero.
I’m from the country on the Silk Way path.
I’m from the country that no one should bypass.

I Am From
By Beksultan Bakchiev
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Answers to the Who Is It” quiz
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